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Leune Cranrr,
\Mhere the Epic Meets the Novel The
Double Narrative of Sordello and Robert
Browning's Historical Theory of Poetry
Robet Browning is most famous for his dramatic monologues,
but before Browning had perfected this poetic form, he spent
seven years wdting an epic th)rrned poem about an obscure poettroubadour. Published in 1840, Btowning's Sordello is replete with
complex syntactical constructions and confounding metaphysics,
it is now perhaps most famous for the many witty anecdotes
testifying to the bewilderment of Browning's cofltemporaries at
jts unintelligibility. Indeed,Jane Carlyle weflt as far to say that she
did not know whether Sordello was a mafl, a aty, or a book.1 Yet
Sordello was not universally derided. Btowning's friend Richard
Hengist Horne advised his teaders that Browning's Sordello "is a
modetn hietogllphic"
that "we are often required to see
^rtd
double in otder to apprehend its meaning."2 I will suggest in this
essay that Horne's .rotiot of seeing doobl. is actually the key to
comprehending Browning's incomprehensible poem, and that
*us double sight can be best understood in the context of
Browning's Hegelian concept of history.
Unfotunately, amoflg the limited records we have of Brovrning's
reading, none exists to tell us that he had read G. W. F. Hegel's
and

'.r

1. For a comprehensive account of the contemporary critical response to Sordel/o,
iam De\rme, A Bruaning Hanlbaa,€ Q.Jew York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1955), 85-87.

L

see

RrchardHengistHome,lArazSpiitof theAge (London:Smith,Elder, 1844),183,186.
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Vorlesurugen iiber die Philosophie d.er l{/eltgeuhichte (1,837). However,
ICrk Wilis has shown that Hegel's philosophy was well known in
Britain as eatly as 1830, as demonstrated by the many review
essays on German literature and culture published in the Foreign
puarter! Reyiew and British and Foreign Reuiew.3 Additionally,
Btowning's "Old Pictutes in Florence" afld his discussion of
dtama rn Aristophanes' Apologt show his famitarity with August
Wilhelm and Fdedrich Schlegel's theory of classical and Romantic
art, a view of history that was absorbed into Hegel's philosophy.
August lTilhelm Schlegel's Vorlesungen iiber dramatische Kunst und
Literatur (1809-11) was translated into English multiple times
thtoughout the nineteenth century. Browning's wife, Elizabeth
Barett Browning, proclaimed her debt to Schlegel upon rewriting,
her tanslation of Prometheus Bound (1833), having concluded that
she had done it incorrectly after reading his lectures on drama.4
Since Schlegel's lectures not only studied the history of drama in
the \X/est but also discussed in its progress much of the foundational
thought of the German Romantics about history and att, there is
very good chance that Browning had read what was in effect a
^
text that set forth the vision of the eady German Romantics, a
vision that was a precursor to Hegel's philosophy of history. It is
my contention, therefore, th^t Hegel's concept of wodd history
can help to elucidate Browning's complex represefltation of
history tn Sordello.s ln fact,I do not think it would be wrong to
say that Sordello is about the subject of history itself.
Browningwould have been most intetested in Hegel's notion
that all history compdses the material manifestation of spirit so
that the ideas of spirit are embodied in the changing empirical

1

3. Kfuk Wiilis, "The Intoduction and Critical Reception of Hegelian Thought in Britain
830-1900," Wctlria,x S tildier 32.1 (1988): 83-111.

4.

See Clara Drummond, "A Grand Possible: Elizabeth Barrett Browning's Translations of
Aeschylus's 'Prometheus Bound,"' Iltemational Jomal of the ChsicalTmditiol 12.4 (2006): 50742.

5. Michael Mason notes briefly the influence of the German-Romantic concept of classicai
and Romantic epistemology and art on Sordelk n "The Importance of Sordello," n The Major
Wctoian Pwls: Rtconsidcrations, ed. Isobel Armstrong (1969; repr. London: Roudedge, 2011),125151. Clyde De L. Ryals and Bdtta Martens also note the influence of the German concept of
historT and art on Sordtllo, although they focus on Schiller's OnNaitv and SefiinentalPwtry (779596) as well as Fde&ich Schlegel's concept of tony. See Clyde De L. Ryals, BuoningBrutning Tlte
Poem andPlay ofRobenBmuning 18i)-1846 (Cofumbrs: Ohio State UP, 1983); andBritta Marrens,
Brutning Wctoian Poetics atd tlr Rnnantic l-zgaE @arnharq UK: Ashgate, 20 1 1) .
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conditions of each age, and in Hegel's concept of welthistoischen
Indiuiduex-woid-histodcal persons--whose intentions and actions are
the means for spirit to actualizeitself in redtty.6 History therefore,
in a sense, has a double natative, one that H.g.l .rlls the '?dnzip,
Endzweck, Bestimmung, odet die Natur und den Begriff des
Geistes" (the principle, final pu{pose, and determination, or
nature and concept of spirit), and the other that is its evolving
manifestation in the real world.i Influenced, as I believe, by this
idealist coflcept of history, Sordello also can be seen to have a
double narraive: the ftst and more easily recognized natative
explores the political climate of thirteenth-century Italy and the
conflict between the Guelfs and Ghibellines, while the second
nataive, which is embodied in the first and which can be easily
missed, is a symbolic narrative thtough which Browning ffaces
the spiritual development of humankind.
Hegel names Caesat and Napoleofl as examples of woddhistorical men, so it might seem curious that Browning chooses
an obscute figure from history, the thirteenth-cefitury troubadout
Sordello, whose contribution to Italian poetry, as Browning notes
in his epic, was eclipsed by Dante. Dante features Sordello in his
Purgatorio, highlighting his patriotic pride for northern Italy, but it
is his bdef tefetence to Sordello in the essay De uulgari eloquentia
. that provides a hint to Sordello's syrnbolic significance for Browning.
Searching among the proliferation of vernacriar ianguages for the
loftiest expression of poetry, Dante notes t}.at Sotdello borrowed
ftom the vetnacula.t dialects of his neighboring tegions in the
attempt to fashion a flew language, although he would ultimately
compose his poetry in Provengal.s This fertde creative period
explored by Dante is central to August Wilhelm Schlegel's histodcal
conception of afi. Schlegel observes in his Voilesungen ilber
6. W. David Shau' aad Roger Sharrock also note the affinity between Brownmg and Hegel,
although they do not focus on Sordello. See W. Dar"id Shaw, The l-scid Veil: Poetic Truth in tln
I'itoian Age (Ntadrson: U of Wisconsin P, 1987); and Roger Sharrock, "Browning and History,"
rn Robert Broaning ed. Isobel Armstrong Wdters and Their Background (Athens: Ohio UP, 1975),
77-703.
7.

G. W. F. Hegel, Vorbnngn iiber

die PhilosEhie fur Geschichte (-,eipzig:

Philipp ReclamJun.,

1924).

8.

Dante Alighien, De rufuzi eloq*tia ed. and trans. Steven Botterill, Cambridge Medieval

Classics 5 (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 1996).
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that the flowering of vernacular
Romance languages in Europe signals the last totrirg away from
the dominance of classical culture and language. More importandy,
however, this development has a syrnbolic significance for Schlegel's
poetic theory. Schlegel views the fusion of northern Teutonic
tribes with Christianity as the first step in the paradigm shift away
from the ciassical wodd, which externalizes spirit in the wodd, to
the Romantic or modem mind, which tums inward to contemplate
soul. Schlegel posits that this new, Romantic spirit is first embodied
dramatische Kunst und Literatur

in the poetry of the troubadours, and thus their poetry matks a
ctuciai tuming point in the history of ideas.e Browning saw the
historical Sordello as a poet who failed whete Dante succeeded,
but he also saw him as a crucial transitional figure who had the .
symbolic potential to embody the evolution of ideas from the
classical age to the modern age as it was manifested in both poetry
and politics. This development is traced in the symbolic narrative
through a comparison of Sordello and Dante, which is then
mirrored in the implied relationship between the narator of
Sord.ello and Btowning, the poet of Sirdltlo, so that Browning can
place his own poetic development within the scope of Hegel's
ttanscendental sense of wodd history.
Browning interweaves the symbolic narrative of ideas into the
tempotal-historical natatfve so seamlessly that it is often easy to
miss, but he provides important clues to help the reader intelptet
the doubled significance of history. One example of this appears
eady in the poem: Sordeilo was born in Goito, but when the
flatra;tot ponders Sordello's birth at the start of his story, he conjures
an image of Florence. The symbolic importance of Florence for
Browning can be explained by another historical work that he
gready admired, George Eliot's novel Ronola (1862-$).10 In her
study of Romola,Fehcia Bonaparte teveals how Eliot embodies in
her historical novel a syrnbolic narative that ftaces a Hegelian
progtess of ideas throughout history.11 Although the historical
9. August Wilhekn Schlegel, I-.echms on Dramalic Art and Literatun, uans. John Black (1815;
repr. Gloucester, UK: Dodo P, 2007), lecture 1. Hereafter cited as A. W. Scliegel,l-.ect*tut.
10. RobertBrowningtoGeorgeEliot, 1863,nTheGeotgtEliotl-.eilers,.rol.4,
Gordon

11.

Harght Qrlew Haven: Yale IrP, 1954-55), 96.
Felicia Bonaparte, The Tnplcb and The Crots: The Gntml

1862-1868,ed.

S.
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plot of

Romola spans only six yeats and is set in the diverse
religious, intellectual, and cultural climate of fifteenth-century
Florence, the city symbolizes for Eliot the progression of \Western
civilization. Bonapatte shows how Romola's personal development
in the historical plot signifies the transition of embodied ideasfrst from paganism to Christianiry, and then from Christianity to
the modern age. In w^y similar to Eliot's, Btowning's ru^rra;tor
^
conjures a vision of Flotence in order to suggest Sotdello's place
in his wider symbolic historical design:
Born just now,
With the new ceotulT, beside the glow

And efflorescence out of barbarism;
'Witness

a

Greek or two from the abysm

That stray through Florence-town with studious air,
Cakning the chisel of that Pisan pair:

If Nicolo should c

rve

^

Christus yet!

\X/hile at Siena is Guidone set,

Forehead on hand; a painfirl birth must be
Nlatured ere Saint Eufemia's sacristy

Or transept gather fruits ofone great

gaze

At the moon: look you! The same orange haze,The same blue stripe round that-and, in the midst,
Thy spectral whiteness, Nfother-maid, who didst
Putsue the dtzzy painter! @ook 1, lines 569-83)12

In the tempotal histodcal n^rta:dve, Florence is witness to the
classical revival as well as the flowering of Chdstian art, but on
the level of ideas, Sotdello is on the cusp of two paradigmssituated at the threshold of the Romantic age, which is why there
Inagination Q.,Iew York: New York UP, 1979).

12. RobertBro$ning,Sor&llo,nTheConphtell/orksoJRobertBmuning,tol.2,ed.RomaA.
KingJr., Gordon Pitts, andJohn Berkey (Athens: Ohio UP; Waco: Baylor UP, 1971). All future
quotations come from this editron. Hereafter cited

as Sordclb.
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are still some vestigtal representatives of the classical wodd, as in
the "Greek or two fiom the abysm" whose pfesellce serves to

hold back the Romantic fewor that has yet to firrd atl
embodiment in the fust Christi^fl att. Browning's subsequent
comparison of Sordello and Dante serves to further elucidate the
double meaning of this historical setting. In his Gespnich iiber die
Poesie (1800), Friedrich Schlegel contends that it was Dante whose
poetry first realized or embodied the new Romantic spirit "The
great Dante, sacred founder and father of modern poetry, entered
this path, uniting religron and poetry."13 Percy Shelley is clearly
influenced by Schlegel when he similady asserts in "A Defence of
Poetry," written tn 1821, and published in 1840, that "the poetry
of Dante may be considered as the bridge thrown over the staeam
of time, which unites the modern and ancient world."14 Browning
explores this notion tn Sordello in his own epithet for Dante, the
"Gate-vein of this heatt's blood of Lombardy" @ook 7,ltne346),
attesting to the fact that Dante is the figure thtough which the
new s)rmbolic blood of Europe vrill be usheted in. Although
Dante's poetry absorbed Sordello's conttibution, Browning
declares that his purpose will be to "disentwine / That undercurrent soft and argentine / Frcm its fierce mate in the maiestic
mass / Leavened as the sea whose fte was mixt with glass / In
John's transcendent vision" ftook 2, lines 361-65). Btowning
does not merely want to separate Sotdello ftom Dante but to
"launch oflce more / That lustre" (book 2, lines 365-66) and
bring to life that incandescent, inaticulate moment before the
Romantic soul found its consummate expression in Dante's
poetrf, which is for Browning the precrrrsor of modern poetry.
As a wodd-historical person-a real person in time as well as
an embodiment of essendal ideas-Sordello's poetic development
symbolizes the transition from the classical to the Romantic
patadigm. Browning emphasizes Sordello's symbolic tansitional
position in history when he shows that the troubadout is molded by,
13. FriedrichSchTegel,DiabgreonPutryandLiararyAphmisns,tans.EmstBehlerandRoman
Struc (Pennsylvania: Pennsylvania UP, 1968), 67.

14. PetcyByssheShelley,"ADefenceofPoety,"inPeacocklFo*rAgesofPutg,Shel@lDefua
ail Bntniry! EssE on SlxllE, ed. H. F. B. Brett Smith @oston: Houghton Mifflin

oJ Poetry

Company, 1921),46.
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and is the last vestige of, the ciassical wodd. For instance, the
castle in which Sordello spends his youth is embellished with
syrnbols of the classical age, such as cawed columns of bacchanals
and Caryattds. Moreover, in the ornamentadon of the casde the
rt^rtz;tor notes that the "Arab's wisdom" (book 1, line 497) is
everywhere to be seen, which is an important detailin Browning's
syrrnbolic design because it was the Arabs who preserved the
ideals of the classical world and transmitted them to Europe in
the Middle Ages. Another way that Browning invokes Schlegel
and points to Sordello's symbolic significance in the poem is
tkough Sordello's attempt to construct a new poetic language
out of VulgarLattninto vernacularltaltat He "rewrought / That
Ianguage, welding wotds into the crude / Mass from the new
speech around him, till a rude / Armour was hammered out, in
time to be / Approved beyond the Roman panoply / Melted to
make it,-6oots not" (book 2, lines 574-79). August \X/ilhelrn
Schlegel explains inhis l-ectares that the name "romantisch," given
to the new paradigm in history a;nd art that he sees as replacing
the classical wodd, is an apt term because of its linguistic descent
from the wotd "Romaflce," which is "the name originally given
to the languages which were formed from the mixture of the
Latin and the old Teutonic dialects, in the same manller as
modern civilization is the fruit of the heterogeneous union of the
peculiarities of the northern nations and the fragments of
antiquity; whereas the civilization of the ancients was much more
of a piece" (A.\7. Schlegel, L,ectures,5). In his attempt to weld a
new poetic idiom from the nascent vernacular Romance
languages, Sordello embodies this cultural and linguistic fusion,
but symbolically he is envisioned by Browning as occupying a
crucial shifting point in the history of ideas.
Alan P. Johnson observes how Browning's exploration of
Italian history tn Sordello is rooted not only in the empirical events
of thirteenth-century Italy but also in the Renaissance-classical
tevival of art and politics, a broader historical development that
he sees as compdsing the organtzing princrple of Browning's
epic.'s While I agree with Johnson that Sordello engages with
15.

AIan P.Johnson, "Sordello: Apollo, Bacchus, and the Pattem of Italian History," Vixoian
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of that
history in Europe, I would argue that it is the very problem of
classical revival that is at the heatt of Sorfullo, since Sordello can
only fotm a new theory of poetry once he sees the progtess of
history in Hegel's tems as the progressive embodiment of the
ideas of spirit. He must ftst rccognize his own symbolic position
as being on the cusp of a new epistemological paradigm, and his
own life as a reflection of the Romantic tum inward that for the
classical history and the cultural andhtenry transmission

Schlegel brothers inaugurated the modern age.
It is importaflt to note that what the Schlegel brothers mean
by "the modem," however, and their understanding of the place
of the modem in their poetic theory as well as in the language that
they use to define it in their lectures are quite different from how

we define and conceive of modernity today. In comparing the
classical age with the Romantic age or modem age, they propose
that the modern paradigm arose from and was informed by the
widespread acceptance of the Christian faith. \X&ile the classical
mind fixes the spiritual in the external, the Romantic mind turns
inward to contemplate the i"f-ity of the soul. Although the
Schlegel brothers did not agree about every point, their shared
conception of the classical and Romantic paradigms was ctucial
to their idea of history and art.Indeed, they both argue in their
tespective works that the tansition from paganism to Chdstianity
marked the point of separation between the classical and the
modem ages, takrflg the inception of modemity back to
suprisingly eady date. They both note, however, that it was not^
untii the late Middle Ages that the spiritual fervor of the Romantic
was crystalized and embodied in modern art-r- process that
Browning teflects in his symbolic-historical rrarra:dve and in his
compadson of Sordello and Dante. In his Ceyhichte der alten und
neuen Uteratur (1815), Friedrich Schlegel exclaims emphatically
that the separation between the ancient and the modern mind
is the most remarkable intellectual contest which has evet been
exhibited and determined among the human race. It forms not only
the wall of partition between the two wodds-the ages of antiquity
which terminated in it, and these of modem times which spmng out

P u tt1

7

.4 (19 69) :

321.

-38.
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of it; in the history of all culture, it is the keystone upon which
everything hangs; in the history of the development of the human
it is the central point from which all illumination must be
,t6
oeflveo.

intellect,.

Nladame de Sta6l, August Wilhelm Schlegel's partner, further
populadzed this theory in Europe through her widely read work
De lAllemagna (1810), when she declared, "If we do not admit that
the empire of literature has been divided between paganism and
Christianity, the North and the South, antiquity and the middle
ages, chivalry and the institutions of Gteece and Rome, we shall
never succeed in fotming a philosophical judgment of ancient and
to be a
of modern taste."17 This concept of histoq/ might
^ppex
reductive view of a vasdy more nuanced historical reahq, but it
was the Schlegels' contention that modem art must be interpteted
through tlis defining paradigm shift.
Btowning draws upon August Wilhelm Schlegel's lsctures to
depict Sordello's symbolic position on the threshold of two
paradigms, especially Schlegel's ovewiew of what Schlegel sees as
the essendal spirit of the classical world and its opposite temperament
to the later development of Christian conscj.ousness. For Schlegel
"the mental culture of the Greeks was a finished education in the
school of Nature" (Itctures, 7). As such, they were "^ beautifi.rl
and noble race, endowed with susceptible senses and a cheerful
spirit undet a mild slry[d they lived and bloomed in the full health
of existence; and favoured by a rare combination of circumstances,
accomplished all that the fi.nite nature of man is capable of'
(4. W. Schlegel, L.ecturvs, D. Th" Greeks enjoyed fl^n$d. harmony
^
between soul and the external world: lioi.g in the joy of the
present, "human nature was all-sufficient; it was conscious of no
defects, and aspired to no other higher perfection than which it
could attain by the exercise of its own energies" (,{. !7. Schlegel,
I-.ectures,9). Schlegel observes that this unity bet'ween the intemal
and the external in the ancient wodd is reflected rn the
unconscious unity between form and cofltent in classical art.
16. Frie&ich Sctrlegel, I-.ectnws on the History oJUtentm, Ancied
Lockheart (Edinburgh: William Blaclnvood, 1818), 166.

ad

17. Germarne de Sta€1, Cernary b1 the Bamner Stai'l Hol:tein. Tranlated
rohmes, vol. 1 (1813; repr. London: Forgotten Books,2012), 198.

Mofum, tans. J.G.

/nn
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In contrast to the classical unity of being, Schlegel atgues that
the Christian belief that humankind lost its original home with
God shapes the goal of life into a struggle to regain this lost
ttanscendent home, and thag at the same dme, we possess the knowledge that this endeavor will aluzays be unfirlfilled in the mateial
wodd. If "the old religion of the seflses sought no higher possession
than outward and pedshable blessings," then in the Christian
view "every thing finite and mortal is lost in the contemplation of
infinity" (A.N7. Schlegel, L.ertares,9). Whne the Greeks lived in a
state of nat:ura.l harmony with the temporal, the Chdstian soul
longs for the happiness that is promised in the next world. This
leads Schlegel to conclude that "die Poesie der Alten war die des
Besitzes" (the poetry of the ancients was one of possession),
while "die unsrige ist die der Sehnsucht" (ours is [the poetry] of
longing or desire).18 It is important to note that Schlegel's coricept
of desite hete tefers not to sexual desires but to the longing for
the infinite that is perceived by the individual soul. Moreover, his
use of the possessive reveals that he considers his own histodcal
moment to be a continuation of the Romantic worldview.
Schlegel explains that the Christian consciousness has been
expanded through the loss of its transcendent home, which has
led to increased introspection. Therefore, "the feeling of the
modetns is, upon the whole, more inwatd, their fancy mote
incorporeal, and their thoughts more contemplative" (A. W.
Schlegel, L,ectures, 1.0).

The endeavor of Romantic poetry thetefore is to reunite these
two worlds through a symbolism that bdngs the spiritual and the
real together: "The impressions of the seflses are to be hallowed,
as it were, by a mysterious connexion with higher feelings; and
the soul, on the other hand, embodies its forebodings, or
indescdbable intuitions of infinity, in types and symbols
borrowed from the realwodd" (A.W.Schlegel, l-.ecture410). But
Schlegel flotes that these symbols can only evet p^tt1a,W embody
the intimations of soul, and thus they only approximate the unity
of classical art.
18. August Wilhelrn Schlegel, Vorlestngen iiber dranatitche Ksnsl snd
Weidmann'sche Buchhandlung 1846), 16,

l;teralt/r papzig:
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Browning utilizes Schlegel's demarcation between classical
and Romantic art to depict Sordello's qnnbolic-transitional position.

Using sftikingly similar language to Schlegel's, Browning's
fl^trator explains how with "a soul fit to receive / Delight at every
sense," Sordello belongs "foremost in the tegal class / Nature has
broadly severed from her mass / Of men, and framed for
pleasute, as she ftames / Some hrppy lands, that have luxutious
names, / For loose fertility" (book 1, lines 465-71). Endowed
with a heightened perception of the beauties of the world, this
class of people experiences preternatwal enjoyment in the
colporeal fotms rhat are apptehended by the senses.
In brooding on this temporal beauty, the narrator asks how it
is that they can love, a question that is explained by the fact that
love for Browning transcends the corporeal wodd so as to
coflnect the individual with a higher power. The nartator.
concedes that while this worship of the temporal is "blind at fust
to aught / Beyond its beauty," this "exceeding love / Becomes
an aching weight; and, to remove / A curse that haunts such
natures," the classical man "invest[s] / The lifeless thing with Iife
from their own soul" (book 2, lines 483-91). This results in the
fusion of the individual soul with colporeal forms so that the
individual lives in complete hatmony with the external world.
These continuing "ftesh births of beauty wake f Fresh homage"
to the wodd, such that "up and down / Runs arfowy fue, while
earthly forms combine / To throb the secret forth; a touch
divine- / And the scaled eyeball owns the mystic rod: f Visibly
through His gatden walketh God" ftook 2, lines 496-504). The
perfect instinctive union of soul in the external realm means that
phenomena are imbued with spirit and there is an organic totality
between self and world. The class of people who belong to nature
embody the ciassical woddview in Btowning's poem, and
Btowning shows through Sordello's early stages of development
that his heritage and early life belong to the classical paradigm.
The narrator then turns to anothet class of people who do
not merely experience nature when they look upon beauty but
rvho moreover recognize its qualities in themselves: "For thete's
a class that eagetly looks, too, f On beauty, but, unlike the gender
crew, f Proclaims each new revealment born a |rx/n / With a
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distinctest consciousness within / Referring still the quality, now
fust /Revealed, to their own soul" @ook L,lines 523-28).In the
comptessed syntax that characterizes the poem, the narrator says
that "so, homage, otfier souls direct / Without, tums inward"
@ook 1., lines 535-36);in other words, it is in their experience of
this subjective connection to nature that this class of people are
Ied to a rcahzatton about a higher otder that encompasses all of
creation.
The narator ponders how this class of people might feel loss
now that the material wodd is no longer imbued with soul, but
he assutes them that in perceiving the beauties of the outward
world as a reflection of their inward natures, they are able to
expedence existence more powerfirlly and become attuned to the
ovetarching divine order. The narator explains that although a
soul imptessed with individuality is not as readily engaged in the
temporal world, its inward depth reaches for the infinite @ook 1,
lnes 542-48). The class of people who tum inward embody the
Romantic mind, and Sordello's development will symbolically
chat his transition into the modem paradigm.
In order to place his poetic theory within the context of
transcendental history, Browning examines how the transition
from the unity of the classical age to the interiority of the
Romantic era impacts the progtess of art, and he grounds this in
a symbolic comparison of Eglamor and Sordello. Belonging to
these different classes of people, the two bards represent the
classical and Romantic ages, respectively: "Eglamor, lived
Sotdello's opposite" (book 2,lir.e 195). Sordello experiences a
profound transformation when he hears Eglamor's song, which
matks the beginning of his symbolic progression in the poem
from the classical to the Romantic poet. First, Sordello feels
drawn inward to find that the finest concentration of beauty is in
tlre essence of his own soul: "So, range, free soul!-u/ho, by selfconsciousness, / The last drop of all beauty dost express- / The
gtace of seeing gta'ce, a quintessence f For thee" @ook 2, lines
405-8). The term "self-consciousness" here, it is important to
note, does not refff to our modem concept of psychological
interiority but rather to the Schlegelian concept of modernity that
is defined by the contemplative nafllre of the soul.

Laura Clarke
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In contrast, Sotdello perceives the classical fusion of the
subjective and the objective in Eglamor's poetry. Receiving
support and inspfuation from his worship of the extemal,
Eglamor's subjective life is fused with the objects of his devotion:
"The power responded, and some sound or sight / Grew up, his
own forever, to be ftxed / In rhyme, the beautifirl, forever!mixed / Witf, his own life" (book 2, lines 204-7). Sordello's
poetry dissolves this unity, and Eglamor's sudden death upon
Iosing the bardic competition to Sordello, which would be
inexplicable in the context of only a temporal-historical plot, in
fact symbolizes the demise of the classical paradigm on the level
of ideas, and the transition into a flew era that will be reflected in
Sordello's art.

On the level of the symbolic-historical flatr^t1ve, the
comparison that Browning makes between the poetry of Sordello
and that of Eglamor reflects the fust tentative embodiment of the
Romantic mindset in art.lnhis Vorlesungen iiber die Asthetik, Hegel
asserts that since the Romantic paradigm expedences the unity of
the human and divine no longer in the matedal wodd but rather
thtough the realm of spirit, "it is this inner world that forms the

of the romantic, and therefore must find its
representation as such inward feeling, and in the show or
coritent

presentation of such feeling."le August 'STilhelm Schlegel traces
this inward feeling back to the toubadours, explaining in his
l-,eclures that after the Teutonic warriors fused their ideas of
heroism with the sentiments of Christianitl, the chivalric ideal
focused no longer on external heroic acts as it had done before
but rather on the inward movements of soul, and this inward
emphasis was then manifested in a code of honor that dictated
action. The troubadours rigmfy a crucial transition of ideas,
because their songs focus on actions that embody the spiritual
feelings of love.
Sordello seeks to express this Romantic interiority, so he
takes a classical elemental action and ttaces it backward to its
source to find the interior motivation of the soul. He strives to
19. G. W' F. Hegel, Intmdutorl Lectuns
Penguin Classics, 1994), 87.

on Aestbeticr, trans. Bemard Bosanquet pondon:
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realize the intemal life of his characters in a way that the Greeks
could not, but as a result of seeing men and women through this
spidtual lens, he can only produce abstracted and ethereal forms.
This is where Browning begins to allude to the next stage of
Romantic poetry that will improve upon the frst. Sordello longs
to further embody the spiritual essence of his charactets in the
real, but he fears that it will stop him "from tasting their
quintessence" and would swely only serve to frusttate "his prime
design" of expressing soul @ook 2, Iines 553-54). Sotdello's
conviction that the ideal and the rcal
incompatible
^re
foreshadows his later reaLza:iLon rhat a symbolism embodying
soul in the real wodd is the next stage in the development of
Romantic poetr/, a transition that he foresees in the work of his
successors, Dante and, by implication, Browning. Sotdello asks
himself whether his poetry cal"fly / A pitch beyond this unreal
pageantfy / Of essences," since "the period sure has ceased / For
Such: ptesent us with ourselves, at least, f Not portions of
outselves, mere loves and hates / Made flesh: wait notl" (book 2,
lines 563-68). Sordello yeams to strive for the next stage, but
Sotdello's tragedy, as Browning sees it, is that he is unable to
pioneet the new forms of modern art.
Naddo, Sordello's )ongleur, advises him that "thoughts may
be / Ovet-poetical for poetry'' @ook 3, lines 255-56) and suggests
that he return to the old poetic subjects that made him popular
in the fust place, August Wilhelm Schlegel observes inhis l-ectures
that in the classical wodd, soul is externalized in the real, so that
even the gods themselves take on a human form, but that once
soul disengages from the material tealm to tum inward, the
Romantic poet can no longer perfectly uni!, the intemal and the
extemal. Sordello has already tried to return to the previous
paradigm, telling himself that he "better think / Their thoughts
and speak their speech" (book 2, lines 835-36). He turns back to
his early poetic subjects, "Mantuan scenes / Supplied a baron,
say, he sung before" (book 2, lines 850-51), but now Sordello
struggles to "abjure the soul, conteflt / Witt body, therefore!"
(book 2, Iines 853-54). Despite his endeavors, Sordello is unable
to ignore interiority: matter cries out for spirit, and what was real
becomes entirely idealized. Thus his hero "Count Lori gtew
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^\pollo" (book 2, hne 859), and the real is deified

beyond
recognition. Alternatively, Sordello tries to depict the deep piety
of a common peasant: "Body clean abolished, soul alone f
Sufficed the gray Paulician" (book 2, lines 86+65). Sordello
petceives his inner spirig but in order "to balance the erhereahq, /
Passions were needed" (book 2, lines 866-67), and Sordello is
"foiled" (book 2,1tne 267) agan because in inserting material
desires where there were flone, he feels like he has failed to
capture soul. This becomes an important moment in Browning's
symbolic design. On the cusp of a new paradigm, Sordello can no
longer instinctively bring the ideal and real together with the same
unity expressed in classical art;he either overidealizes the real ot
overeali.zes the ideal.2o
Dismayed by his inability to express soul, Sordello decides to
forgo poetry for a life of action in the real world of politics. Yet
political history for Browning also has a double meaning that
must be intelpreted in the cofltext of transcendental history, as it
is for Hegel who views the political fabric as the embodiment of
the gr)ttliche ldee on earth. Sordello's increased subjectivity is
followed by an expanded moral consciousness and an increasing
perception of the comrnon will, both of which reptesent the next
stage in his spiritual development. For Hegel, it is this
reconciliation between the subjective and tle objective that finds
its perfect expression in the state. Thus it is not coincidental that
upofl recoflciling his subjectivity of soul with the will of the
people, Sotdello hears a song about Rome that conjures up the
idea of a tepublic, the acanhzation of spirit in the state.
After pondering the glorious atchetype of Rome, Sordello
decides that he must support the Ghibellines, who fought on
behalf of the Holy Roman Emperor in the struggle for power
between the papacy and the Holy Roman Empire. But Sordello's
quick realizatton that the archetype of Rome cannot be
materialized in the cuffent political climate precipitates the same
20. Thus it is clear that Browning would disagree with Matthew Amold, who argued in his
Preface of 1853 that the antidote to modem interiority is to go back to the significant actions that
sere conveyed in classical art. See Matthew Amold, "Preface to the First Edrtron of Poems," m
The Broa&.,iep Anthokg o/ Victorian Poetg and Pwlic Theory, ed. Thomas J. Collins and \ririenne J.
Rundle (?eterborough, ON: Broadview P, 2005), 127 1.
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despair he feels when finding that he cannot fully express his new,

of soul in poetry. Crucially, at this critical
turning point in the poem, Sordello hears a disembodied voice
that watns him he will never fully understand his role as a man of
action unless he fust recognizes that political changes are
teleological in their development, since spirit unfolds itself in a
seties of stages throughout history. The interpolation of this voice
allows Btowning to alert the reader once again to look beyond
the temporal-historical nartaive of the poem to its doubled
subjective perception

symbolic meaning.
Etot does something similar in the opening proem of Rornola
when the spirit of dawn oversees the histodcal evolution of

Westem civilization, as it is embodied in the historical locus of
Flotence; this same spfuit looks down upofl a night-student, who,
like Sordello, seeks in his own soul to understand his finite,
historical moment in the context of the infinite. Browning shares
Eliot's Hegelian view that this progress of history figues the
inward motal evolution of humanity. This voice gives Sordello an
overview of how spirit embodies itself in the progtessive
development of history, which is stdkingly reminiscent of Hegel's
overview of modem history. For Hegel, spirit must pass through
its antithesis before it finds its adequate expression in the spirit of
the age, and he sees this antithesis in the split between the Church
and the state. Similady, the voice that speaks to Sotdello ftaces
the conflict between the Chuch and the Empire leading up to his
own time to show Sordello that this schism is part of an ovetall
spiritual evolution. Sordello has leamed that he cannot change
one step in the unfolding of spirit. As Hegel states in his ltctares,
"The pdnciples of the successive phases of Spirit . . . al:e themselves
only the steps in the development of the one Universal Spirit."21
Hegel argues that the reconciliation between the Church and the
state could not happen until the Protestant Refotmation made it
possible for individuals to see themselves as tfre exptession of the
divine and in tum recognize the secular
att embodiment of the
^s
spiritual ideas of the Church-an embodiment of spirit in the real

21.

G. W. F. Hegel, Tln PhibtE@ {Hisnry

Q.,lew

York Dover Publications, 1956), 78.
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that would be exptessed by the Protestant Btowning rn a later
stage of att.
At this momeflt in time, however, the Church and the state
could flot be reconciled. Recognizing his symbolic position in this
historical revelation of spirit, and seatching for the best course of
action, Sordello comes to the conclusion that if the Ghibellines,
who suppott the Holy Roman Empetor, represeflt action that is
separate from the spiritual, then the Guelfs, who support the
Pope, would best serve the interests of the people of ltaly; thetefore,
he decides that his definitive acdon should be to convince Taurello
Salinguera, a leader. of the Ghibellines in Ferrara, to switch his
allegiance to the Guelfs. Significant1y, Browning's focus here is
not iust on the facts and eveflts of the historical plot but also on
its doubled symbolic signification, and thus the temporal interaction
between Taurello and Sordello is depicted by Browning as yet
another symbolic explotation of the transition ftom the classical
to the Romantic mind, with Taurello seen as the final flowering
of the classical hero, just as Eglamor is the last vestige of the
classical bard. As a wardor-hero, Taurello enacts art and war
through his doings tather than passively reflecting upon them;
thetefore, he sees himself as immersed in a cyclic historical
pattem of vacillating fotunes and conquests rather than as part
of a teleological process of progressive spiritual improvement.
Taurello dismisses the notron of taking adrrice from a poet,
prompting Sordello to consider whether the poet really has a role
that could influence men of action in the world. The narrator
concedes in his long digtession in book 3 that it is understandable
that people ptefet men of action such as Taurello, who see litde
in terms of spirit but turn what litde they see to account in the
rvorld, over mefl of soul and insight such as Sordello: people
make the assumption that because the man of insight does not
act much in the world, the realm of soul is equally unable to affect
the material realm. Yet the rlafI:ator maintains that poets, the
"Makers-see," should keep their faculties on the alert because
their deeper transcendental insight-the recognition of soulmay indeed he$ others act in the teal world @ook 3,1ines 92731). Thus Sordello comes to reahze that he is indeed a r:-aan of
action like Taurello, albeit in the realm of word rather than deed:
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hailed btother of the tr rfl / Deeds once
suffi.ced." But now that elemental actions-heroic deeds and
batdic 'q/61ds-n6longer suffice to embody soul, he looks to the
next stage of poetry and asks himself, 'qWho fails, through deeds
howe'er diverse, retrack / My potpose still. My task?" (book 5,
lines 548-51).
Browning shates the idealist conviction that spitit not only
embodies itself in stages of history but is also made manifest in
the different stages of art. Sordello imagines the future poetry that
will fashion the fresh forms to embody the new Romantic spirit,
and Btowning presents his own poetry as occupying a later stage
of this symbolic-historical ptogression. August Wilhelm Schlegel
notes in his l-.ectares that Romandc att attempts to reconcile
inward soul and the extetnal world, once organically unifled in
classical art, by embodying the inruitions of the soul in types and
symbols derived from the real world. Using Schlegel's argument
as a ftamework for his historical theory of poetry, Sordello offers
a prophetic overview of the progression of spirit as it is also
embodied in the different stages of Romantic poetry. Sordello
observes the first expression of Romantic poetry in the work of
Dante who, perceiving the wotld through the inward soul,
embodies his ideas in symbols that arc abstract, such as sinners
or saints. Looking ahead to alater age, Sotdello predicts that the
next stage of syrnbolism will be mote tealistic, and in that stage,
the poet will delineate these abstractions of good and evil, light
and shadow, in mote fully realized forms. Crucially for Browning,
these realistic potraits are still symbols, since he shates Hegel's
conviction that human will and acdon are the means for spirit to
embody itself in the matedal world. Although these porftaits will
be more conctetely manifested than were Dante's abstractions,
they are still supplied from the same realm of spirit.
This next Romantic poet, Sotdello explains, will put Dante's
absftact persons in situations that "conduct / Each natute to its
farthest, ot obstruct / at soonest, in the wotld" (book 5, lines
603-5), and he asks the reader to consider the panoply of the
matedal world as the fit symbols fot this later stage of Romantic
art 'Behold / How such, with fit assistance to unfold, / Or obstacles
to crush them, disengage / Theu forms, love, hate, hope, fear, peace

"I, with my words,
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In presence of you all!" (book 5, lines 609-10).
delineating materiality, these symbols drawn from the real
rvodd also reveal inward spiritual content, so that "man's inmost
life shall have yet fteer play" (book 5, lines 61,6-17). Thus,
accotding to Sordello, this next Romantic poet will actually "cast
extetnal things
/ And nature's composite, so decompose"
^way,
5,
line
At
this point, the metafictional overpoet,
619).
@ook
"Btowning," exclaims, "tWhy, he writes Sordello!" @ook 5, line
620). Thus, just as Sordello's poetic development symbolizes the
uansidon from the ciassical to the Romantic paradigms in both
tustory and att, Browning hete demonstrates that his poem
reflects the transition ftom an eatlier, abstract phase of Romantic
poetry to the more realistic symbolism that is prophesied by
make, war wage,

In

Sotdello.

Browning accompanies Sordello's speech in his revised 1863
edition with an explanatory note that explains how his poetry is
an example of a later stage of Romantic poetry. In this note,
Browning traces the generic transition from the "epoist" Q87n)
to the "dramatist, of, so to call him, analyst who turns in due
course synthetist" (288). Btowning's note here needs to be read
in the context of the symbolic narta:dve of transcendental history
if we are to understand its significance for his poetic theory. On
the level of ideas, the epic fot Btowning expresses the unified
classical wodd in which "deeds once sufficed," and in which
action was in itself symbolic and constituted both the means and
the end of its own expression. Next is Sordello's early stage of
Romantic art, in which the &amatistf analysthad an awareness of
soul that informed action but conceived of them as separate. This
was followed by the later phase of Romantic art, what Browning
tetms the "synthetist" stage (289), a subsequent paradigm of att
in which soul was reembodied in symbols derived fiom the teal
world. This progession of poetry also mirrors Hegel's view that
it is only after the Reformation that the secular can be seen as an

embodiment

of the divine and that the spiritual can be

I would argue that Browning's
history and his historical theory of poetry are
conceptualized through a fusion of his Ptotestant faith and his

reembodied in the world. Thus

theory

of

idealist philosophy of history.
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Btowning's concept of the "synthetist" stage of Romantic
poetry requires the reader to recognize another crucial symbolic
transition in the poem: the narrator's awareness that soul is no
longet embodied in the real world through myfr, as it is in the
classical wodd of the epic, but in historical reality, the realm of
experience that Friedrich Schlegel declares is the province of the
romaflce, and which for him is the source of the modetn novel.
It is important to note that for Schlegel, "ein Roman is ein
tomantisches Buch."22 In calling the novel a Romantic book,
Schlegel proposes that the Roman and Romantik ate cognates of
the Romantic, and thus the novel for Schlegel is not sep^t^te
^
genre but rather the expression of the Romantic worldview.23
Schiegel contends that to recreate classical unity, the Romantic or
modern poet needs a new mythology in order to unify the soul
with the external world, which is the very same rcalizaton that
Sordello comes to and that fot Browning defines the frst stage
of Romantic poetry. But Schlegel reminds the reader that this new
symbolism will be forged from within and not by the organic
fusion of the spiritual and the seflsuous, as it was for the classical
poet. In a transition that is important for understanding Browning's
historical discussion of poetry, Schlegel charts the stages of
Romantic poetry. He observes that the self-consciousfless of soul
in the Romantic poet necessitated a renewed emphasis on the teal
world, but he emphasizes that this realism was itseif the embodiment
of a spiritual realm; thetefore, "this new realism, since it must be
of idealistic origin and must hover as it wete over an idealistic
ground, will emetge as poetry which indeed is to be based on the
harmony of the ideal and the real" (F. Schlegef Dia/ogae,84). This
hatmony between the ideal and the real, I would argue, is what
Btowning means by the tetm "synthetist" poetry: symbolism in
which the spiritual intimations of Romantic poeury are reembodied
in the realm of experience.
Significandy for Schlegel this new syrnbolism is a characteristic
of the modem novel and is dedved ftom the histodcal foundations
22. Friedrich Schlegel,

Kriti:che Fiedich-Schlegel-Alrgabe, Erste

Ab*ikng Kritirlx

Neuausgabe,

vol. 2 (N{iinchen: Schoeningh 1967), 334.

23. FriedrichSchlegel,Diakg*onPutryailUteraryAphorisns,ttans.EmstBehlerandRoman
Struc (Jniversity Park: Pennsylvania State UP, 1968), 101. Hereafter cited as F. Scllege\ Dialogte.
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of the romaflce. Schlegel observes how "anci.ent poetry adheres
thtoughout to mythology and avoids the specifically historical
themes," whereas Romandc poetT'1s based entirely on a historical
foundatron, far more than we know and believe" (F. Schlegel,
Dialogue, 100). In the nineteenth century, the word "historical"
rvas used to refer not only to that which had actually happened
but that which was true to life. John Ruskin invariably used
"historical" in this way, and while Schlegel may mean "historical"
here in the sense of something having happened, he also very
probably meafls what we might call "realistic." In Voilesungen iiber
dramatische Kanst und l;iteratur, August Wiihelm Schlegel exclaims
that although the realistrc detail in the romance might
t to
^ppe
be accidental and disconnected, it actually "sadsfies the unconscious
requisitions of fancy, buries us in reflections on the inexpressible
signification of the objects whlch we view blended by ordet,
neamess and distance, light and colot, into one harmonious
rvhole; and this lends, as it were, a soul to the prospect before
us."2a This is the very same point that Sordello makes when he
explains that the emphasis on the real world in Romantic poetry
is at the same time a revelation of soul.
Crucially, for Fnedrich Schlegel the symbolism of the romaflce
culrniflates in the modern novel. Schlegel's concept of the
modern novel, as Bonaparte has shown, is different from the
eighteenth-century realist novel, which is derived from an
empirical epistemology and therefore precludes the spiritual
foundauon of the romance.'s In contrast to the realism of the
empiricai-tealist novel, the romance includes both the ideal and
the teal. This synthesis between the ideal and the real is achieved
bv Browmng through embodying the ideal level of transcendental
history in a plot that is gtounded in historical reality, and as with
Romola, the epic and romance meet
S

in Browning's historical novel

orde//0.26

24.
25.

Sclrlegel, Vorltungen,297.
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See Bonaparte,

Felrcia Bonaparte, The Putics of Pouis: The Making oJ Ninetunlb-Cenltg Englith Fittizn
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Browning ahgns Sordello with August \X/ilhelm Schlegel's
theory of the novel rarher than that of the empirical eighteenthcentury novel when the rlaLttator interupts the story to signal the
evolution of his poetic muse. In marking the distinction between
the classical totality of Eglamor and the Romantic interiodty of
Sordello, the nanztor suggests that, as the inheritor of the
Romantic subjectivity of soul, he is thurarted by the space between
his soul and the inability to express this spiritual totality in his art.
Wondedng whether he should continue with his poem, the
fl^u^tot sees a group of market girls who lead him to the
reaLzatton that he now only asks for this same kind of health and
opportunity, afld not the higher physical and spiritual perfection
that his eady Romantic poetic idol, Percy Shelley, had called for.
Thts rcahzation leads to a ctucial change in the narratof's muse,
which until this momeflt of digression in the poem has figured as
a classical goddess but now ftansforms into a bedraggled beggar
gful, serving symbolically to reaffirm that the mythology of
modern poetry will be found flot ifl the epic but in the real wodd,
which for Schlegel is the province of the romance and culminates
in the modern novel.
Just as Sordello envisions a future poetry that will further
embody Dante's spiritual absftactions, the fl^tr^tor wishes to
embody Shelley's idealism fully. The narr tor tffns to the image
of Venice as "a type / Of Life" to express this new realism,
explaining how "'twixt blue and blue extends, a stripe, / As Life,
the somewhat, hangs 'twixt naught and naught / 'T is Venice, and
't is Life" (book 3, lines 723-25). Venice, as a strip of physical
land benveen sky and water, tells us that the mateialis gtded by
the infinite; it lies between naught and naught because, as the
idealist philosopher Teufelsdrrickh remarks in Thomas Cadyle's
philosophical novel, Sartor Rerurtur. "Na|, unless my Algebta
deceive me, (Jnifl itself dividedby zerc will give Infini4t."21 The
natt^tor of Sordello (and, by implication, Browning) declares that
he will take as his subject "life," or the real wodd, with the
knowledge that this materialiry is the embodiment of the spiritual,
which is expressed as "naught' and equated by Teufelsdrockh
27. Thomas Caiyle,SartorRcsartts, ed. MarkEngel

(Berkeley: U of CalifomiaP,2000),142.
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with "infinity." This is a crucial metaphor in the poem because it
speaks fot the new symbolism that for Schlegel chancteizes the
romance and the Roman. Thus the symbolic narative of transcendental histor/, which traces the progression of ideas from the
classical to the Romantic paradigms, allows Browning to place his
temporal relationship to Shelley and Romantic poetry in the
cofltext of the spiritual development of Romantic art.
It is for this reason that the fl trator of the fust part of Sordello
moves away fiom the ironic self-consciousness of the subjectrve
poet to the new symbolism of the Romantic 11ev6[51-d1s
"synthetisg" Btowning, who inserts himself into Sordello's genealogy
of Romantic poets. It is this tum to the world of experience in
modern
th^t explains why the voice of the self-conscious

^rt

rnfratotrecedes after his teflective intedude. Bonaparte's intelpretation
of the symbolic ending of Romolahelps toilluminatewhathas often
been seen as a confusing inconsistency in Browning's poem.28
Bonaparte explains howRomola's decision to leave the Church and

for sick villagers who

have been stricken with plague
symbolizes the culmination of her jouney through the history of
ideas; in turning to the tealwodd of action, life replaces reflection,
but contemplating this evolution of ideas now informs Romo1a's
actions in the new paradigm of the modern world so that, Iike the
Romantic poet, she is a moral guide for others.2e In a similar way,
the teflective fl^ff^tot tecedes as Sordello seeks to act in the
world. No longer using the figute of Sordello as a mirror of his
own modern self-conscious predicament, the fl^tta;tor transidons
to Browning's "Maker-See," the new Romantic symbolist who
puts Sordello in a historical situation to lay bare his soul.
The temporal moment that speaks to Sordello's inward life is
instigated after Sordello finds out that he is Taurello's son, and

cate

28. It

has often seemed confusing that the natrator recedes after the narrative intedude, but
with Britta Matens that the self-conscious narrator reflects an eadier point of Browning's
poetic developmeflt. Martens observes horv "the failure among most cofitrnefltators to draw a
distrnction betrveen the narrator and the simultaneously present, higher consciousness of the
author is the reason why Browning's position appears to be contradictory or flarved" (NIartens,
Bromitg 66). I would add that on the symbolic-historical narrative, this derelopment also
represents t-l're broader development of ideas in history and the tvo stages of Romantrc poetry:
from an abstract symbolism to a redistic symbolism that embodies an ideal narratrve in the real.
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his father cedes control over the city and its future by grving him
the imperial badge. In the scope of transcendental history, the
Ghibellines, as supporters of the Holy Roman Emperot, reflect
one half of the schism between Church and state, and between
the ideal and the real, neither patr of which had yet been
reconciled. Although Sordello has been gven a prophetic vision
into the stages of history and the future reconciliadon that will
embody the spiritual in the seculat, both in politics and art, at this
moment in history, Sordello cannot bring them together-either
as a poet ot as a man of action. Finally, uttedy overcome by his
metaphysical cdsis, he is found dead the next morning by Taurello
and Palma. Thus Browning's epic-tumed-novel also becomes a
tragedy in a Hegelian sense: while Eglamor's death aftet losing
the bardic competition to Sordello signifies the next stage of the
transition from the classical to the Romandc pandtgm, Sordello's
death symbolizes the struggle of spirit as it seeks to embody itself
anew in the political and artistic forms that will comprise the next
stage of history. Nevertheless, Sordello attains a highet insight
into transcendental history that Browning also hopes to elicit in
the teader, emphasizing his own role as a "Maker-See." Embodying
the symbolic history of ideas in Sordello's poetic and political
development, and in embodying the ideality of the epic and the
romance in the tealism of the historical flovel, Browning ciaims
for himself the position of one of Hegel's world-histolig2l msflone whose poetry is nothing iess than the next spirit of the
^ge ^s
it is made manifest in art.
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